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Eleven responses have been submitted in respect of the Supplement to the Environmental Statement – Historic 
Environment Update (B-13).  This note addresses issues raised in the responses, where they relate to the Historic 
Environment Update. 

1. Canal and River Trust (18/08/14) 

1.1. Canal and River Trust are concerned that traction poles may be needed to be installed on Leeds Bridge. 

1.2. Response: Traction Poles will not be required on Leeds Bridge (Updated Technical Appendix para 1.28, p.6). 
OLE attachments to the four buildings on either side of the bridge will be used to facilitate the scheme (LBC 
applications have been submitted where required), consequently OLE support poles will not be used on the 
bridge structure.  A letter confirming this was issued to CRT (OBJ1599) on the 29/8/14. 

2. English Heritage (18/08/14) 

Amendments to the main environmental statement 

2.1 English Heritage (EH) say that where table 7.9 refers to demolition of boundary walls and unlisted structures, 
mitigation should also include “demolish minimum necessary”. 

2.2 Response: The draft condition for non-OLE fixing listed building consent states “The works to a listed building 
hereby permitted shall not begin until a written scheme for that building, to minimise any damage and the 
risk of damage to the fabric of the building, has been approved by the local planning authority, in 
consultation with English Heritage. 

2.3 The proposed planning condition Condition 6 (j) (Appendix 3 to APP-8-3) to the deemed planning permission 
states: “Approval of the details of the following matters shall be obtained from the local planning authority 
before any development to which such details are relevant is commenced:- 

(j) the extent of all building demolition works and any necessary alteration works.” 

2.4 With these controls in place, the extent of demolition will be minimised. 

Amendments to the technical appendix 

2.5 EH disagrees that 31 Headingley Lane and the Ruinous Lodge to the North-East of Number 35 Headingley 
Lane have “nil value” 

2.6 Response: Given the current condition of the buildings, they have been assessed on the basis that they do not 
contribute to the character of the conservation area. 

2.7 EH says that the demolition of Former Leeds Girls’ High School Gymnasium, 35a Headingley Lane, Ruinous 
Lodge to the North-East of Number 35 Headingley Lane and 31 Headingley Lane should all be assessed as 
having at least a moderate adverse impact. 

2.8 Response: Table 4.3 sets out the effect of the demolitions on the conservation areas as a whole, not the 
individual buildings.  Although some of the buildings contribute to the character of the conservation area, 
their demolition does not give rise to a significant adverse effect on the conservation area. 
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2.9 EH notes that building recording is only proposed for 40 Otley Road and Coach House at Former Leeds 
Grammar School – EH recommend recording for 35a Headingley Lane, Ruinous Lodge to the North-East of 
Number 35 Headingley Lane and 31 Headingley Lane. 

2.10 Response: A programme of archaeological investigations, including building recording, will be undertaken in 
appropriate locations along the route, secured by conditions, as agreed with the West Yorkshire Archaeology 
Advisory Service, attached to the scheme consent if granted.  Further consultation with English Heritage, the 
West Yorkshire Archaeological Service and the Leeds City Conservation Officer will be undertaken to 
determine the locations of these investigations.  These investigations will be secured by Planning Condition 
15 (Archaeological Investigations). 

2.11 EH says that Table 4.7 should include “demolition to be minimum necessary” for all demolitions 

2.12 Response: As above, the detail of demolition will be dealt with through planning conditions, to ensure the 
minimisation of demolition. 

2.13 EH considers that for relocation of boundary walls, mitigation should include structural survey prior to any 
works 

2.14 Response: The exact details of the relocation of boundary walls will be dealt with through reserved matters. 
Proposed (Condition 6(b)) states: “Approval of the details of the following matters shall be obtained from the 
local planning authority before any development to which such details are relevant is commenced:- 

(b) all new and replacement walls and/or fences or permanent boundary treatment including siting, 
height and material.” 

2.15 In addition, proposed Condition 11 requires the approval of sample panel stonework to be used in the Far 
Headingley, Headingley and Woodhouse Lane-University Precinct conservation areas. This proposed 
Condition includes a requirement for the examination of the new stonework and its bonding to the existing 
walls to be examined on site. 

2.16 EH considers that for OLE fixings to listed buildings, the physical and visual impact could be mitigated 
through use of previous holes left from the old tram or Leeds Supertram fixings. 

2.17 Response: The suitability of the existing holes for attaching OLEs will be investigated at the detailed design 
stage in terms of structural integrity and OLE spacing requirement. The positioning of OLE attachments to 
listed buildings will be approved by the local planning authority under proposed LBC Condition 2(a). 

2.18 EH disagrees with the assessment of the impact on the Grade II listed Horse Trough as “minor beneficial”. 

2.19 Response: the relocation of the horse trough will have an adverse impact on the historic and evidential value 
of the asset, which is reflected in the assessment of the construction effect as minor adverse.  However, the 
horse trough will be located in a more secure position at the back of the pavement which will reduce the 
chance of impact from road vehicles. Overall there will be a minor beneficial effect. 

3. John Reed (23/08/14) 

Rose Court and Headingley Hill 

3.1 Mr Reed’s view is that B-13 (Historic Environment Update) does not provide a clear statement of the present 
and possible future of the small garden and northern frontage of Rose Court, the boundary wall and the 
impact on the part of the Conservation Area. 

3.2 Response: The setting of Rose Court (LB158) and the Gate Piers to Rose Court located on Headingley Lane 
(LB159) are set out in Annex A of the Updated Technical Appendix (B-13 page 152), along with a description 
of the impact on these heritage assets, and the proposed mitigation to use existing material, reducing the 
impact on the setting.  This is summarised in Table 4.2 of the updated Technical Appendix (page 50).  The 
overall effects of the proposal on the Conservation Area are set out in paragraph 4.55 (page 54). 

3.3 Mr Reed also suggested that there should be further details for specification and costs, benefits and meeting 
notes. 

3.4 Response: B-13 is an update to the Environmental Statement and does not address detailed design matters 
such as specifications and costs. 
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Wood Lane 

3.5 Mr Reed stated that there was a lack of evidence on the detailed impact of where the offline route would 
cross Wood Lane, including a description of the impacts on this part of the Conservation Area, specification 
of stone walls, the use, layout and design of the residual space if No.6 Wood Lane is demolished. 

3.6 Response: The impact of the demolition of the boundary walls in this area is set out in Table 4.1 (page 47) of 
the updated technical appendix.  The specification of the replacement stone walls and the design of the small 
residual space at No.6 Wood Lane will be provided at detailed design stage and will be in accordance with 
the conditions attached to any consent granted (Condition 6 (b), (c), (h) and (j), condition 7(d) which relates 
to landscaping in the offline section, and condition 11 which specifically relates to the stonework in 
Headingley).  The Urban Design and Access Statement (A-08k), section 2.3 specifies parameters for 
replacement and new boundary walls. 

3.7 Mr Reed argues that the design and layout of NGT stops would have an impact on the appearance of the 
street and the Conservation Area. 

3.8 Response : The locations of the NGT stops have been considered as part of the scheme. The overall effect on 
the Conservation Area is set out in paragraph 4.45 (page 49) of the updated Technical Appendix.  The design 
of the NGT stops is a reserved matter and will be dealt with by Condition 6(c). Parameters for the design of 
the stops is set out in the Urban Design and Access Statement (section 2.5) and in particular paragraph 2.5.4 
which states “The stop furniture will be an integral part of the public realm on and around the platform, so 
careful consideration to style, colour and location must be given”. 

3.9 Mr Reed states that there has been no meaningful consultation with local residents on the impact, the 
layout or design. 

3.10 Response: The significant public consultation and engagement process is set out in detail in the Statement of 
Consultation (A-01-3). 

4. Westwood Residents Association (23/08/14) 

4.1 The Weetwood Residents Association’s view is that document B13 acknowledges that much greater damage 
will be wrought than originally stated and that at last the Promoter has also considered the centre of our City 
in the Historic Environment Update. 

4.2 Response: The original Environmental Statement provided an assessment of the impact of the scheme on the 
historic environment, including the city centre.  B-13 provides more detail on the impact and effect of the 
scheme, and particularly on individual listed buildings but does not change the overall conclusions of the 
assessment. 

5. Drummond and Churchwood Residents’ Association (03/09/14) 

5.1 This response does not raise any specific points in relation to document B13. 

6. Claire Randall (04/09/14) 

6.1 Ms Randall identified what she considered to be additional material in paragraph 3.3 of p8 of document B13 
where it states that there will be a moderate adverse effect on six Grade II listed buildings, whereas in the 
original ES (para 7.156) it stated just at Rose Court. 

6.2 Response: This was an error in the original Environmental Statement which has been corrected in the 
updated assessment. 

6.3 Ms Randall also identified “additional material” in paragraph 3.9 p10 which states that there will be 
significant residual effects on the setting of several listed buildings, replacing ‘no significant residual effects 
to heritage assets’ in the original ES. 

6.4 Response: The overall residual effect on listed buildings was assessed in the original Environmental 
Statement as not significant.  The updated Environmental Statement details the value and setting of 
individual listed buildings and the effects upon them.   
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6.5 Ms Randall challenged the statement in paragraph 3.7 “The majority of these cumulative impacts will not 
give rise to a higher effect on the heritage assets as the significance of the asset is not being additionally 
affected” arguing that additional impacts necessarily mean that an asset would be additionally affected. 

6.6 Response: Multiple impacts on an individual asset do not necessarily cause a higher cumulative effect.  If the 
two impacts affect the same aspect of the significance of the heritage asset, e.g. aesthetic value, then the 
effect on the asset is not increased.  

6.7 Ms Randall queries whether the Gate Piers at Rose Court are to be set back by 2m or 5m. 

6.8 Response: 5m was given as a worse-case scenario while the design was still evolving.  The plans now before 
the Inquiry show a wall and gate piers setback of 2m with an additional 1m included for in the Works and 
Land Plans for design and construction flexibility.  This is set out in more detail in APP149 with a proposed 
condition limiting the setback to 3m. 

6.9 Ms Randall identified a typo in the spelling of St Augustine’s at Wrangthorn, and one misidentification of 
Headingley Lane. 

6.10 Response: These are acknowledged; it was not intended to “enforce a change” of name of St Augustine’s, and 
Headingley Lane is named correctly in the rest of the document. 

6.11 Ms Randall considered that views up Headingley Lane (and elsewhere) changed through the introduction of 
OLE are not addressed by B13. 

6.12 Response: The impact of the introduction of OLE into conservation areas along the route has been assessed in 
Section 4 of the Updated Historic Environment Technical Appendix, as has the impact of the change of setting 
on listed buildings.  Significant residual effects have been assessed for Headingley Conservation Area and 
Leeds City Centre Conservation Area, partly as a result of the introduction of OLE into these areas. 

6.13 In the Addendum to her response, Ms Randall claims that no account has been taken of 6 Wood Lane. 

6.14 Response: The building is addressed in Table 4.1 (p.47 of the Technical Appendix) where it is briefly described.  
It is classed as a low value building, but it is acknowledged that it makes a contribution to the special 
character of the Conservation Area and its demolition is considered to have a minor adverse effect on the 
Conservation Area. 

7. West Park Residents Association (04/09/14) 

7.1 This response does not raise any specific points in relation to document B13. 

8. North West Leeds Transport Forum (04/09/14) 

8.1 This response does not raise any specific points in relation to document B13. 

9. First West Yorkshire (04/09/14) 

9.1  FWY argue that the Supplement “flatly contradicts” the original ES by changing the number of listed 
buildings.  

9.2 Response:  These numbers have been changed to reflect the number of buildings within the 500m study area, 
rather than 100m as set out in the original ES.  This change is noted explicitly in the Historic Environment 
Update p.7, para 3.2, Table 7.8, and was done to provide consistency of numbering within the study area.  All 
of the listed buildings within the study area (600) were assessed in the original Environmental Statement and 
are listed in Annex A of the original ES. 

9.3 FWY also argue that that the Supplement contradicts the original ES by changing the assessment (at 
Supplement Paragraph 5.10 p.89) from ‘no significant impacts’ to “significant adverse impacts” on 15 
heritage assets. 

9.4 Response: The original ES assesses the impact on Conservation Areas, including the listed buildings within 
them (Original Technical Appendix paras 4.19 to 4.21). The Historic Environment Update, to provide more 
clarity to the Inspector, has set out the impact and effect on each listed building individually (Updated 
Historic Environment Technical Appendix, Annex A) and as such the individual impacts are included in 
paragraph 5.10 of the Updated Historic Environment Technical Appendix.  The residual impact on Headingley 
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Conservation Area was assessed in the original ES (see Table 4.7 in the Technical Appendix).  Note that there 
are 13 heritage assets identified in paragraph 5.10, not 15. 

9.5 FWY argue that the Supplement contradicts the original ES (at p.76 para 4.126 and 4.127) by altering the 
assessment of the impacts on Rose Court and Broadcasting House from “minor” to “moderate”. 

9.6 Response: Cumulative Section – Rose Court always identified as moderate adverse (Original Technical 
Appendix, Table 4.1 p.43), Broadcasting House was not previously described in this section in error, and is 
now included. 

9.7 FWY argue that the Supplement contradicts the original ES (at p.9 para 3.6-3.7 changes the conclusions in 
relation to the impact on Conservation Areas. 

9.8 Response: No overall change to impact on Conservation Areas – these are summarised in Table 4.4 of the 
original Technical Appendix and in Table 4.7 of the updated Technical Appendix 

9.9 FWY claim that no consideration was given in the original ES to settings of individual assets or individual 
assets within conservation areas. 

9.10 Response: The setting of individual assets was addressed and impact on assets described throughout section 
4 of the Original Technical Appendix. Update provides discrete descriptions of the setting of each individual 
listed building in order to provide clarity to the inspector (Updated Technical Appendix, Annex A). 

9.11 FWY claim that the approach to archaeology remains wrong. 

9.12 Response: Surveys will be carried out under proposed planning condition 15 as agreed with WYAS.  The 
impact of the scheme on archaeology was not reduced through archaeological investigation in the original ES 
– the terminology changed to avoid confusion with scheme mitigation (historically archaeological 
investigations have been referred to as mitigation). 

9.13 FWY claim that the assessment of setting is still inadequate. 

9.14 Response: Every listed building in the study area has its setting described in order to give more detail.   

9.15 FWY query the assessment of the impact on the Horse trough 

9.16 Response: see response to English Heritage above. 

9.17 FWY raise the point that Mr Ward had confirmed that it could not be guaranteed that the ashlar stone of the 
piers at Rose Court could be salvaged and re-used.  If the gate piers are demolished and not replaced this 
would result in loss of total significance of the grade II listed piers which would constitute substantial harm – 
the supplement fails to recognise this. 

9.18 Response: As much of the original material as possible will be reused.   

9.19 The Urban Design and Access Statement (para 2.3.3) specifies that ‘Replacement walls are to be rebuilt using 
the existing materials where required.  In the event of the existing materials being unfit for reuse or there is 
insufficient, then the wall is to be rebuilt using new materials to match the boundaries original design and 
finish. Where appropriate a change or upgrade to original materials may be necessary if existing materials 
are poor or inappropriate to their location.  This will ensure that there is not total loss of the significance of 
the gate piers.’ 

9.20 Paragraph 18 of the historic environment technical guidance supporting the NPPF says that what matters in 
assessing if a proposal causes substantial harm is the impact on the significance of the heritage asset  Mr 
Ward said in his evidence that the primary heritage value of the gate piers was ”aesthetic”. The heritage 
value and significance of the listed building can be restored and there would not be substantial harm. 

10. South Headingley Community Association (04/09/14) 

10.1 The SHCA identified that Headingley Lane has been referred to as Headingley Road in A-08b/Table 7.9, A-
o8c/Table 4.4 of original ES and B-13 (p.12 of Main Statement and p.80 of Historic Environment Technical 
Appendix. 

10.2 Response:  Acknowledge this should be Headingley Lane; note it has correctly been called Headingley Lane 
throughout the rest of the document. 
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10.3 The SHCA identified that Headingley Hill, Hyde Park and Woodhouse Moor Conservation Area has been 
referred to as Headingley Hill, Hyde Park Corner and Woodhouse Moor Conservation Area. 

10.4 Response:  Acknowledge this should be Headingley Hill and Hyde Park and Woodhouse Moor Conservation 
Area.  Note that the new text uses the correct name in several places, e.g. Technical Appendix para 3.59, 
Table 4.2 (p.50), Table 4.4 (p.55). 

10.5 The SHCA draw attention to the removal of text to describe effects of the scheme at Hyde Park Corner. 

10.6 Response: The impacts and effects on the heritage assets at Hyde Park Corner are set out in the Updated 
Technical Appendix (B-13 paras 4.46 to 4.55) and specifically impacts to the listed buildings in paras 4.49 and 
4.50, impacts to the conservation area through demolition of unlisted buildings in Table 4.3 and the overall 
effect on the Conservation Area in para 4.55. 

10.7 The SHCA note that a reference to the buildings which make a positive contribution to the Conservation Area 
has been removed but references to demolition of unlisted buildings that detract have been kept in. 

10.8 Response: The line of Table 7.9 in the Supplement to the Environmental Statement (p.12) referring to the 
unlisted buildings which make a positive contribution to the Conservation Area has been removed, as it 
incorrectly attributed to Headingley Conservation Area.  There is an error in the table in the supplement - the 
line of the table referring to Headingley Hill and Hyde Park and Woodhouse Moor Conservation Area should 
refer to buildings that make a positive contribution to as well as those that detract from the conservation 
area.  This is why a moderate adverse effect (before mitigation) is predicted on the conservation area in this 
location (Updated Historic Environment, para 4.55, p.54). 

10.9 The SHCA point out that in respect of the row of dilapidated red-brick terraced shops –original ES and 
Historic Environment Update state that they probably date from the early 20th century, whereas census 
records and Whites Directory of Leeds show that the buildings are probably late 19th century (between 1891 
and 1894). 

10.10 Response:  The evidence presented by SHCA suggests that the buildings are late 19th century. However, this 
does not change the assessment of their value as they have little architectural merit and detract from the 
character and appearance of the conservation area. 

10.11 Redevelopment of Victoria Road/Headingley Lane – The updated Technical Appendix (para 4.110) states that 
urban realm enhancements and streetscape improvements, and particularly removal of advertising 
hoardings result in a moderate beneficial effect on the Conservation Area.  SHCA disagree as the hoardings 
do not currently obscure St Augustine’s Church Spire and that the Technical Appendix does not take into 
account the impact of the “rationalisation” on the listed terraces at the top of Victoria Road. 

10.12 Response: The hoardings currently detract from the conservation area; removal of them will be beneficial to 
the setting of both St Augustine’s Church and the Conservation Area as a whole.  

10.13 The SHCA consider that the minor adverse operational effect assessed in para 4.118 underestimates the 
overall impact on the conservation area, particularly because of the removal of Hyde Park Corner. 

10.14 Response: The overall effect during construction on the Conservation Area (4.45 of the Updated Technical 
Appendix, page 54), which includes the effect on the Conservation Area at Hyde Park Corner, is assessed as 
moderate adverse (prior to mitigation).  The overall operational effect on the Conservation Area, which 
includes the impact of the scheme being present, is assessed as minor adverse (prior to mitigation).   

11. Stuart Natkus (08/09/14) 

11.1 Mr Natkus considers that the Updated Technical Appendix is inconsistent with the ES because Table 4.2 
(p.49) does not include the Eleanor Lupton Centre. 

11.2 Response: Table 4.2 includes listed buildings where there will be an impact from demolition, which does not 
include the Eleanor Lupton Centre.  Impacts from OLE attachments, including the Eleanor Lupton Centre are 
included in the Updated Technical Appendix, paragraph 4.49 (page 51). 

11.3 Mr Natkus identifies that the Updated Technical Appendix (Table 4.2, p.50) states that the impact on Ford 
House will be removal of 60m of street frontage wall, whereas the LBC application (LBC007, Table 1.1, p.4) 
states that 135m of wall will be removed. 
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11.4 Response:  The Updated Technical Appendix (Table 4.2, p.50) describes the length of wall removed along the 
Headingley Lane frontage, which will be 60m. The 135m of wall stated in the Listed Building Application 
includes removal of the boundary walls along Buckingham Road. 

11.5 In relation to the Leeds Girls High School gym, Mr Natkus notes that the impact is identified as minor adverse 
in Historic Environment Update and moderate adverse in the CAC application. 

11.6 Response: The impact described in the Updated Technical Appendix (Table 4.3, p. 53) is the overall effect on 
the conservation area from the demolition. The impact described in the CAC is the impact on the building 
itself, including the loss of its internal features. 

11.7 Also in relation to the Leeds Girls’ High School gym, Mr Natkus claims that text has been removed regarding 
possibility of it containing original internal features. 

11.8 Response: The text regarding original internal features has been removed from Table 4.3 of the Updated 
Technical Appendix (p.53) as the table sets out the contribution of the unlisted building to the Conservation 
Area. As original internal features would not contribute to the character of the conservation area, the 
reference was removed. 

 

 

 


